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IMS Trends and Directions:  
Providing On Demand Value 
To Meet Tomorrow’s Needs

IMS Product 
IBM Silicon Valley Laboratory
San Jose, California

Key Message: IBM continues to enhance IMS and the environment in which it runs  
In 1964 IBM announced the System 360. In 1965 IBM delivered the Operating System. And 
the first part of 1966, when I was born, a small group of IBMers put together the initial IMS 
architecture. Later that year, IBM, North American Aviation (Rockwell), and Caterpillar 
Tractor agreed to jointly develop a hierarchical database management system based on the 
IBM System 360 for the Apollo Space program. Today, IMS is the cornerstone of your 
Information On demand business transformation. IBM is continuing to provide 
enhancements to help you with this for IMS and for the environment in which it runs. I’ll be 
talking about some of the latest of these enhancements and where we are heading in the 
future.
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Securing your investment in IMS
Keeping IMS

MODERN
• Utilizing New Technology for SOA
• Integrating with Other Products 

Across the Internet

FOR NEW WORKLOADS
• Accelerating Production Readiness
• Providing Significant Core Value with 

Lowered Total Cost of Ownership

WITH OPTIMIZED MANAGEMENT 
• Easing Resource Requirements
• Providing for Planned Evolutionary 

Rollout 
… well into the Future

Key Message: At IBM we are securing your investment in IMS 
At IBM, we are keeping your investment secure, by keeping IMS: 

MODERN by utilizing New Technology for SOA and integrating with other 
Products across the Internet
FOR NEW WORKLOADS by accelerating Production Readiness and providing 
Significant Core Value with Lowered Total Cost of Ownership
WITH OPTIMIZED MANAGEMENT by easing Resource Requirements and 

providing for planned evolutionary rollout. 
New versions are planned well into the future

+ SUP tapes & technology previews
More than 90% of Fortune 1000 customers continue to use IMS!
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IMS is CORE to our Client’s businesses

Usage statistics continue to rise
–Clients have exceeded 100 million trans/day
–Clients process almost $3 trillion/day in customer transaction
–Multiple Clients have gone > 8 years without an unplanned outage
–Asian bank has exceeded 300,000,000 savings accounts on-line

Client investment in IMS
–Applications continue to expand 

• Databases growing in both size and number
• Transaction volumes continually rise

–New applications integrating IMS data across the business

Key Message: IMS is critical to our clients and their continued growth
IMS is critical to our client’s businesses, allowing them to drive the capacity and availability 
numbers up to address their needs. Our customers continue to grow their investment in IMS, 
expanding their database sizes and transaction volumes with new users as well as adding 
new applications which continue to drive the numbers up. Only traditional Transaction 
Monitors, like IMS, can provide our customers unmatched qualities of services.
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IMS Growth
IMS MIPS Growth (> 25%/year)   
V to V upgrades  V7  V8  V9
New license growth

1.2m-MIPS 1.4m-MIPS
300k-MIPS

<50k-MIPS <25k-MIPS
<50k-MIPS

Over 3 million MIPS

     ru
nning IMS !!!

38 Years of Proven Quality, Performance and Commitment

IMS: The World depends on it !!!

THANK YOU for your business !!!

Key Message: IMS usage continues to grow
I’m pleased to report to you that the overall health of IMS is quite robust and has never been better, in it’s 38 year history. IMS is on its way 
to its third record breaking year in a row, as measured by the revenue delivered to IBM. This is quite important,  because if we want IBM to 
continue to invest in IMS we must show the business a satisfactory return on its investment. Therefore, if I haven’t already said it, on behalf 
of the IMS team of Silicon Valley Lab:  “Thanks for your business”. 
IMS growth comes in three flavors: additional workload as measured in MIPS; upgrades from old versions to new and additional licenses. 
The best indicators for us that we are addressing the requirements of our customers are workload growth and migrations to the latest 
versions. We also get some new licenses through mergers and acquisitions in the US and in Europe and the installation of new zSeries
footprints in emerging countries, mostly in Asia.  Our main focus however, is assuring that we are developing the right stuff for our 
existing customers, so we look at worldwide workload in MIPS as the best indicator of that.
There is no better way to show the value and strength of IMS to its customers and to IBM then through its increased growth.  
Customer's IMS Mips have been growing rapidly +25% to over 3 million MIPS WW running IMS.
IMS V8 and V9 installations have also been growing rapidly with greater numbers in production faster then predecessor versions.
And the Revenue stream for IMS has been growing year to year with version upgrades and new license and mips growth.
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China Construction Bank

Challenges
Data center Operation Safety

Keep improving Data Center’s HA
Maturity of Process Management 

Thousands of stations (sessions)
375+ million accounts
Production throughout 2003 - 2006

Drastic increases in amount of data
Exponential increases in transaction volume

" End-to-end Monitoring & High Availability essential"
Solution

IBM HA Solution
Planned GDPS/PPRC HyperSwap Manager

IMS Data Base
HALDB for large DB's requiring multiple secondary indexes
Fast Path DEDB's for both large DB and efficiency
Fast Data Base Recovery function for high availability

GDPS/XRC implemented for data center disaster recovery
Automatic Restart Manager (ARM) used for quick image restart
IBM Tivoli System Automation tool used for subsystem startup/shutdown/etc.

Applied ITIL to build data center management system

Liu Tao

Key Message: Our customers are embracing key IMS function for growth and 
manageability.
China Construction Bank is consolidating multiple branches from different platforms into 
two data centers in an IBM Sysplex. They have and extremely large customer base requiring 
extremely large database support
As different branches are added into the database there is a substantial increase in the 
amount of data stored and in the transaction volume each time. Because of the instantaneous 
jump in processing each time a branch is added the need for planning and up front 
performance analysis is critical.
Parallel Sysplex was implemented to accommodate the substantial capacity growth needs 
and for high availability.
IMS V8 DB, the IMS High Availability Large Database (HALDB) support, and the Fast 
Path Data Entry Database (DEDB) support, and particularly the IMS V8 >240 area support, 
was chosen for efficiency in processing very large data base capacity. In addition, the IMS 
Fast Data Base Recovery (FDBR) function, could be used for the quick restoration of 
availability for all databases in the event of a system failure.
In addition, to provide for automatic restoration of service in the event of a site disaster, 
planning is underway for using IBM’s Peer-to-Peer Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) and 
Geographically Dispersed Parallel Sysplex (GDPS)
Additionally, IBM’s Automatic Restart Manager (ARM) facilities and the IBM System 
automation Tools are being used to automate quick image restart and subsystem 
startup/shutdown/etc.
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EDS
Challenges

–Increasing Availability Requirements
• Shrinking Batch Window
• Shrinking Maintenance Window

Solution
–Exploit IMS Data Sharing

• Utilize options from Database Level Sharing to 
Parallel Sysplex Data Sharing

• Individual solutions based on client’s specific need
Benefits

–Met client requirements with most cost effective 
solution for their requirements

EDS provides a broad portfolio of business and technology solutions to help its clients 
worldwide improve their business performance. Our core portfolio comprises information-
technology, applications and  business process services, as well as information-
technology transformation services.

EDS is exploiting features of IMS to meet the needs of their diverse customer base.  From a 
Manufacturing customer with a batch window concern – to the Airline industry with a need 
for 24x7 scheduled uptime – IMS offers a variety of Data Sharing options to choose from.
After analyzing the requirements, selecting the appropriate solution to meet the clients 
requirements in a cost effective manner.
In some cases, the simpler Database Level Sharing can suffice – but the extended 
capabilities of Parallel Sysplex Data Sharing can clearly meet the more demanding 
requirements for extended availability.
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The increasing challenge of managing large systems is due to theThe increasing challenge of managing large systems is due to the
inherent complexity of the solution and the sheer number ofinherent complexity of the solution and the sheer number of

heterogeneous componentsheterogeneous components

Front-end for Web presence for financial services

Typical Financial Subsystem ConfigurationTypical Financial Subsystem Configuration

Infrastructure Trends:  Complex System Topology

Key Message: IMS Customers’ environments are becoming more and 
more complex
Information technology has significantly changed to address the changing world 
of business. Market forces have been changing the way we do business.  
Regulation, economics, have been changing as businesses become more global. 
Growth of the Internet, the global reach, the new commerce channels are 
changing the way everybody does business, like the upswing in mergers and 
acquisitions. Views into information are becoming as important as the 
information itself. Amalgamation and aggregation have become widespread in the 
industry. Businesses are exploiting new technologies to enable new customers 
with new information across the web, in a global day. Businesses are being 
challenged with balancing priorities and need new ways to gain and retain 
competitive edge to address increasing demands and sophistication of their 
customers. IMS customers are at the bleeding edge of this reality. Yet at its heart, 
business stays the same.  Industry forces are making the highest demands for 
performance and availability, along with interoperability, flexibility, and support 
for new, emerging technologies. This is something IMS people have been hearing 
for years. And IMS continues to help efficiently provide heterogeneous access 
across global networks and in addressing companies' changing needs. IBM is 
providing integrated solutions with IMS to help our customers  with on demand 
processing. And the increasing challenges of managing the complexity of the 
solution and the sheer number of heterogeneous components are being addressed 
by IMS and the environment/products with which it runs.
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Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
Enables Integration and Collaboration

Leveraging your existing IT investment
– Standard interfaces for asset reuse
– Evolutionary, not revolutionary

Business and IT coupled together 
– Business understanding for competitive advantage
– Industry-centric 

SOA requires a flexible & robust infrastructure to 
model, assemble, deploy and manage
– Open, Standards based
– End to End integration of people, process, information
– Seamless lifecycle from model, assemble, deploy, and manage

Skill and experience are important for your 
customer’s success
– Leverage our best practices and experience
– Our partners take us to the next level
– Free offerings to get started (SOA Jumpstart & SOA Project Definition) 

SOA:
On your terms 

and our 
expertise 

IBM SOA Foundation

Software

Skills &
Support

Key Message: SOA helps integrate, collaborate, transform and IBM can help get you 
started
To help address Information On Demand requirements, customers have been embracing a 
Service Oriented Architecture. Using applications and data as the web services building 
blocks, SOA can help company’s leverage their investments 
SOA can also provide a better coupling of business and IT goals, building on business 
knowledge with industry focus for a competitive edge. An extensive integration capability 
allows you to automate your business processes and provide benefits for your business and 
IT departments
SOA creates a flexible and robust infrastructure to model, assemble, deploy and manage the 
open environment with seamless end-to-end integration using Open standards. 
And we at IBM can offer our product tools, skills, and experience to help you in this 
endeavor.
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The Path to Web Services/On Demand Business

XMLXML

ProgrammabilityProgrammabilityConnectivityConnectivity

HTMLHTML

PresentationPresentation
TCP/IPTCP/IPTechnology

Technology

Innovation
Innovation

FTP,FTP, EE--mail, Gopher
mail, Gopher

Web Pages
Web Pages

Browse Browse 
the Webthe Web

Program Program 
the Webthe Web

Web Services
Web ServicesIMS….

Proven Technology

Access
View

Control

Key Message:  IMS is continuing to address the latest technology as it evolves to 
address on demand business needs.
As technology has evolved over the years, companies demand more and more from their 
business applications and information infrastructure. Internet technology provides more 
flexibility to view that information. XML usage is growing exponentially in transactions, 
purchase orders, invoices, and other forms.  IMS XML DB allows the storage and retrieval 
of XML documents from existing or new IMS databases, while maintaining the security, 
stability and performance that only IMS and the IBM Mainframe can provide. 
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The IMS Evolution
IMS has been evolving

From Host based access to Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
–Accessing IMS data and transactions from not only DB2, CICS, 
MQ and WebSphere but also Web Services

From a target environment for applications to a web service 
enabler

–Transforming and deploying existing COBOL-PL/I-C and MFS-
based IMS transactions to WebSphere allowing IMS data access 
from EJB and SOAP services

From data server to data integrator
–Exposing the existing IMS assets as web services with standard, 
programmable interfaces 

From transaction server to transaction enabler 
–Enabling IMS applications to invoke distributed WebSphere 
applications and Web Services 

Key Message:  IMS has evolved into the SOA world.
Thanks to our On Demand solutions, today IMS users have the possibility to enable IMS 
applications as web services by using WebSphere and associated tooling and using IMS 
Connector for Java and IMS Connect to provide connectivity to IMS. 
IMS customers can transform existing IMS C, COBOL and MFS-based transactions into 
definitions that can be deployed to WebSpere allowing IMS applications and data to be 
accessed from EJB or SOAP services. 
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Protect customer investments by enabling access to IMS 
transactions and data

– Designed to support open integration technologies 
– Modernize IMS transactions and data

Fully integrate with WebSphere and Tools and utilize a 
common programming model for a service-oriented 
architecture (SOA) based on standards

Encourage new application development by supporting 
standards – e.g. XML, SOAP, Java, JDBC, etc.

IMS Integrated On Demand Strategy:

Key Message: IMS is providing Integrated on Demand solutions to protect customer 
investments. 
The IMS integrated on demand solutions protect customer investments by enabling access to 
IMS transactions and data. These solutions are designed to support open, integrated 
technologies and modernize use of IMS transactions and data.  
(Click) These solutions fully integrate with WebSphere and industry tooling. They utilize a 
common programming model for a service-oriented architecture (SOA), based on standards, 
such as XML, SOAP, Java, JDBC, etc., and new ones as they develop. Support of this 
advanced technology would then encourage new application development and new 
application developers.
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IMS supports the Service Oriented Architecture !
The enabling foundation for IMS On Demand strategy

•DLI Model Utility
•MFS XML Utility
•IMS TM resource adapter for 
RAD,WID & WDz
•IMS SOAP Gateway tooling

•SOAP Gateway
•MFS web services
•IMS TM resource adapter
•IMS DB resource adapter

•JDBC
•XQuery
•MFS Web Enablement
•Java TM Access
•IMS Connect

•IMS Control Center

Industry standard connectivity

Key Message: IMS is supporting Web services and the Service Oriented Architecture.
Today IMS Transactions and Data can be enabled as Web services, and be supported in a 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). This provides for the leveraging of past investments 
in application development. This can also eliminate or greatly reduce new programming 
effort, reduce end-to-end business process transformation, and facilitate integration with 
partners, suppliers, and customers. 
SOA provides a flexible connectivity infrastructure for integrating applications and services 
to power your SOA. This chart shows the multitude of IMS product features enabling IBM 
customers to access their core IMS assets through web services using SOA. 
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IMS Transaction and Data Integration with Web 
Services and Service-Oriented Architecture

Web services -- Next step in the evolution, allowing 
programmable elements be placed on sites for 
distributed web access across platforms

Enabled as Web services, unchanged IMS Transactions 
support a Services Oriented Architecture
– Leveraging past investments
– Reducing new programming efforts
– Aiding business process transformation
– Aiding application integration with partners, 

suppliers, and customers

IMS C, Cobol and MFS-based Transactions enabled as 
Web services via WebSphere/Rational Servers/Tooling

IMS Transactions enabled as Web services via IMS 
SOAP Support

Data

New 
Service Logic

B2B
Interactions

SOAP Service Request
(e.g. J2EE, .NET)

Portal Service

Existing Applications

IMS  Applications 

IMS Data

Service 
flow

Key Message: IMS Transactions and Data integration is provided using Web services 
and the Service Oriented Architecture.
IMS COBOL, C, and MFS-based applications can be enabled as Web services using 
WebSphere and Rational tooling. IMS transactions are also being enabled as Web services 
via the IMS SOAP support.
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Key Message: IMS is providing a variety of techniques for integrated access to IMS applications and 
data as web services.
A key element of the On Demand environment in IMS V9 is the Integrated IMS Connect function. This 

function provides easy-to-install, easy to use, high performance/high volume and secure transparent access to 
IMS applications and their data. This can be done from any application environment, including LINUX. It 
utilizes the IMS Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA) interface for access to IMS applications and the 
Structured Call Interface (SCI) for access to IMS operations.
•The IMS Connector for Java, provided as development and runtime code, works with IMS Connect to enable 
development and connectivity of Java applications running under WebSphere Servers.
•WebSphere MQ also provides access to IMS applications through the OTMA interface.
•As we move down the page, WebSphere Information Integration Classic Federation (IICF) offers SQL and 
JDBC access to IMS Data through the IMS Open Database Access (ODBA) interface. This provides 
distributed, common access to IMS Databases along with non-IMS databases, using the Information 
Integration product family. IICF can also be used to provide access to IMS applications.
•Also providing Distributed JDBC access to IMS database resources is the integrated IMS V9 Remote 
Database Services support. This support provides an IMS JDBC driver for a distributed J2EE application 
server and requires no additional z/OS application programming. 
•And lastly on this chart, the IMS Soap Gateway broadens IMS application integration to other web serving 
environments
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Key Message: IBM is providing Development and Deployment tooling for 
integrating IMS applications in on demand environments  
The IMS Connector for Java Development support, which enables development of 
Java applications running under WebSphere Servers, originally shipped with 
VisualAge Java, evolved and now provides mapping of Cobol, C, and MFS IMS 
applications, and ships as part of the WebSphere Studio Application Development 
Integration Edition (WSADIE).  The IMS Connector for Java J2EE Runtime 
piece, ships as part of IMS Connect and can be downloaded to a WebSphere 
Server platform for deployment in connecting to IMS transactions via IMS 
Connect. IMS Connector for Java interacts with the J2EE server to provide you 
transparent support of Quality of Service (like Transaction management, 
Connection management, Security management).  Your application is unaware of 
all the complicated issues. The Connector for Java continues to be enhanced for 
the latest WebSphere and RAD  tooling.  
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Avnet
Challenges

Redevelop new Web services-based applications to access 
existing MFS-based IMS transactions in a B2B environment

Solution
IMS MFS Web Services

Benefits
Flexibility, ease of integration, and reduced total cost of ownership

“a better application at a lower cost--and certainly more sustainable” Avnet

Key message: Avnet and other IMS customers are implementing IMS SOA solutions 
Avnet Inc. is one of the largest B2B electronics distributors, serving customers in 68 
countries, ranked #217 on the Fortune 500 list.  In order to improve the speed and efficiency 
to serve customers, Avnet has implemented the IMS MFS Web Services solution for the 
flexibility, reuse of existing business logic, open architecture, and ease of integration into 
other applications.  Avnet’s Vice President of Business Applications, Bob Pischke, describes 
IMS MFS Web Services as “…a better application at a lower cost--and certainly more 
sustainable. 

There is an article on this in the 2005 IMS Newsletter issue.
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Key Message: IBM is providing Development and Deployment tooling for 
integrating IMS data in on demand environments  
IMS Java application support and IMS Java Database (JDBC) access is built on 
the IMS Open Database Access (ODBA) facility. JDBC  access to IMS DB is 
available from IMS TM and CICS Java applications, DB2 Java Stored 
Procedures, and WebSphere ejbs. Distributed SQL/JDBC access is also provided 
through WebSphere Information Integration Classic Federation (IICF).  
Along with this is Development Tooling, the DLI Model Utility for generating 
information about your data. Different levels are provided for use by your IMS 
and/or your Java experienced people.  
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IMS Version 9
Enabling Information On Demand

Business Transformation

Generally available since October 2004Generally available since October 2004

Integrated Connect Function
for High Performance Access Integrated HALDB 

Online Reorganization 

for Scalable/Available Data

XML Database support 

for U
niversal Information

Interchange

Publish IMS Transactions 

as Web Services for Better 

Business Process Integration
State-of-the-Art Tooling to

Easily Develop/Deploy/Manage

Applications at Low Cost

Key Message:  IMS V9 has been providing Information On Demand solutions 
IMS is the cornerstone of your Information On demand business transformation and IMS 
Version 9, generally available since October 2004,  is a key element for enabling this 
transformation. 
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Rapid response across the web
Integrated IMS Connect function
Connecting Customers,  Partners, Suppliers, Employees
Accessing IMS Applications, Operations, Data
Providing Security and Management with better resource utilization and reduced efforts

Universal interchange of information 
Store and retrieve native XML data
Throughout the Enterprise with Partners and Customers
Hierarchical -- a natural fit with no overhead
Gaining Performance and Security of IMS for mission critical data 

Continuous access with virtually unlimited capacity  
IMS High Availability Large Database Online Reorganization
Handling unpredicatable volumes
Non-disruptive, zero outage
Administrative updates at any time 

IMS Version 9: Meeting  Challenges for the 
On Demand Operating Environment

XML Document
<bib>

<book year="1994">
<title>TCP/IP Illustrated</title>
<author>

<last>Stevens</last>

<first>W.</first>
</author>

<publisher>Addison-Wesley</publisher>

<price>65.95</price>
</book>

<book year="1992">
<title>Advanced Programming in the Unix environment</title>
<author>

<last>Stevens</last>
<first>W.</first>

</author>

<publisher>Addison-Wesley</publisher>
<price>65.95</price>

</book>

<book year="2000">
<title>Data on the Web</title>

<author>
<last>Abiteboul</last>

<first>Serge</first>

</author>
<author>

<last>Buneman</last>

<first>Peter</first>
</author>

<author>

<last>Suciu</last>
<first>Dan</first>

…

Document Types

IMS DB IMS DB

Intact 
XML Decomposed

Key Message: V9 is providing additional key enhancements for on demand 
environments. 

Today’s On Demand Operating Environment must provide rapid response for business 
transactions and inquiries from many customer, partner, supplier and employee 
locations. To meet this need, the Integrated IMS Connect function provides high 
performance access to IMS applications, operations, and data, using TCP/IP from 
practically any application environment, including LINUX, across the Internet. It offers 
security options and provides commands to manage the network environment - resulting 
in better resource utilization and reduced design and coding efforts for client 
applications 

For high speed, universal interchange of information throughout the enterprise and with 
partners and customers, IMS provides the ability to store and retrieve XML data 
natively. As both are hierarchical, there is a natural fit with no overhead required for 
translation or conversion.  IMS also converts non-XML data to XML for interchange, 
and provides the flexibility to convert it back or store it natively.  Without the need to 
store XML data on a file system or a separate database, users gain the performance and 
security of IMS for this mission-critical data.

For continuous access to critical business information and virtually unlimited data 
management capacity to handle unpredictable volumes, IMS now provides High 
Availability Large Database online reorganization capability.  This is totally non-
disruptive, with zero outage to customers for those applications that cannot go offline. 
DBAs love the ability to make administrative updates at any time. 
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Toronto Dominion Bank
Challenges

High cost to transport IP messages from 
distributed platform to IMS

Over 10 million IP transactions per day

Solution
Implement IMS V9 Connect function for 

largest Web Banking application 
Bring in IMS Connect Extension product

Benefits
IMS Connect wins as overall system workload gets busier
Better workload distribution and failover build into system layer
IMS Connect lowers CPU Consumption to 40% for transport of 

message to IMS

Key Message: Toronto Dominion is utilizing IMS V9 function for their largest 
applications
Toronto Dominion Bank implemented IMS V9 Connect function for their largest 
web banking application. It offers them better workload distribution and failover and  
lowers their cpu consumption for message transport to IMS. 
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Challenge:

Solution:
Benefits:

Provide secure and easy access to technical 
drawings, technical data and financial information

Internet / intranet access to existing IMS data 

Maximize value of corporate data, maximize value of 
existing skills base and maximize value of existing 
investment to provide competitive advantage  

Volvo Group
.... driven by imagination and 
Internet access to IMS data

ConnectConnect
ExtendedExtended
TeamsTeams

"IMS V9 enables Volvo to exploit Java applications in their 
development environment.“ - Volvo Information Technology

Key Message: And Volvo is embracing integrated IMS solutions with new 
technology 
Volvo has been making a reality of the intranet and web browsers for legacy data. 
From Volvo's point of view, it maximizes the value of the corporate investment in 
zSeries technology, maximizes the value of their existing skills base, and, even 
more maximizes the value of the data, all delivering competitive advantages for 
the group. Taking the Parts business as example, the challenge is in delivering 
thousands of parts globally and at the same time providing various teams around 
the world with the proper information, including drawing, for example, for trucks, 
both old and new. The business driven process takes the traditional technical 
drawings on paper in filing cabinets to screens for business benefits. Using web 
browser technology, they are able to create a more integrated approach, 
delivering uniformity of presentation and ease of use, whether accessing financial 
data or technical drawing, while retaining complete security and control of the 
data at Volvo using the strengths of the zSeries processors. And they were 
pleasantly surprised by the ease of implementation (with high praise for the Open 
nature of the zSeries environment). 
Volvo was one of the earliest users of IMS Version 9 for exploiting Java applications in their development environment 
and for exploiting the Integrated Connect function for access to IMS applications and data across the internet. 
Their next generation systems use IMS TM Java Message and Batch applications using JDBC, as well as traditional 
database calls, to access IMS databases (including XML and HALDB), DB2 and Oracle.   The new IMS Java regions can 
also run the new Object Oriented COBOL.
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Key Message: Volvo has implemented IMS V9 for their next generation systems. 
Volvo was one of the earliest users of IMS Version 9 for exploiting Java applications in 
their development environment and for exploiting the Integrated Connect function for 
access to IMS applications and data across the internet. 
Their next generation systems use IMS TM Java Message and Batch applications using 
JDBC, as well as traditional database calls, to access IMS databases (including XML and 
HALDB), DB2 and Oracle.   The new IMS Java regions can also run the new Object 
Oriented COBOL.
Volvo IT has provided an environment for their next generation of IMS Systems, enabling 
IMS V9 Java application development,  JDBC access to IMS database, and IMS XML 
Databases 
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Royal  Bank of Canada
Challenges

Remove XRF while maintaining high IMS 
availability

Improve Sysplex workload balancing 

Solution
Migrate to IMSPlex with  Block Level Data Sharing, 

Shared Queues,  VTAM Generic Resources  and  
OTMA spraying

Merge and clone existing IMS systems

Benefits
Allows everything everywhere processing
Provides availability through redundancy 
Better LPAR capacity utilization 

Key Message: Royal Bank is also utilizing IMS V9 and Sysplex function for 
improved availability and capacity utilization. 
Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) is Canada's largest bank as measured by assets and 
market capitalization.  IMS is their mission-critical platform in 3 production centres
processing 50 million transactions a day, for their clients coast-to-coast in Canada 
through an extensive branch and ATM network, telephone banking, and internet 
banking.  As such, IMS availability is critical to the bank, and XRF has been a 
dependable solution for them since 1989.  They see the IMSPlex as the strategic 
infrastructure for availability, and through a number of IMS versions have 
implemented full data sharing and shared queues.  They are is the final phases of 
completing the migration to VTAM generic resource and OTMA spraying. When 
completed, their new IMSPlex environment will help them maintain their high 
availability objectives without the cost of XRF, and provide more flexibility for 
workload balancing and LPAR utilization.
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IMS V9 Enhancements
Integration/Openness in Application Development/Connectivity

Integrated IMS Connect function
Java/XML tooling enhancements, Distributed JDBC, and XML Database support  
OTMA/APPC security/serviceability enhancements
RACF enhancements to replace SMU security
VTAM Multi-node Persistent Sessions replace of Uservar/3745 for XRF 
>255 Trans Scheduling increased to 999 for enhanced usability

Manageability Ease for Autonomic Computing
IMS Sysplex Database Commands added to Single Point of Control
Enhanced Command Environment
Enhanced Serviceability with new /Diagnose Command and Knowledge Based Log Analysis (KBLA)
IMS install/system generation reduced time/effort enhancements

Scalability in Performance/Capacity/Availability/Recovery
Integrated IMS Online Reorganization (OLR) by partition of HALDBs w/concurrent online 
update/availability
Additional HALDB usability enhancements 
DBRC Vendor Tools interface, enhanced capacity/usability/integrity
Fast Path performance/serviceability/usability enhancements
Enhanced Recoverability with DB2

Key Message: IMS V9 has a lot more function for integration, open, 
autonomics and virtualization
The wide number of additional IMS Version 9 line items provide customer value 
in simplifying/expanding development and enablement with new technology and 
ensuring growth. IMS V9 addresses integration/openness in Application 
Development Connectivity with Integrated IMS Connect function, Java/XML 
tooling enhancements and other connectivity security, serviceability and usability 
enhancements across the product.
IMS V9 addresses Manageability ease for Autonomic Computing with enhanced 
commands and the command environment, enhanced serviceability with 
Knowledge Based Log Analysis facilities, and reduced time/effort for IMS 
installation/system generation
IMS V9 also addresses scalability with Integrated Online Reorganization by 
partition of HALDBs with concurrent online updates for availability, Database 
Recovery Control (DBRC) application programming interface, enhanced 
recoverability with DB2, and additional HALDB, DBRC, and Fast Path 
enhancements      
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IMS V9 Scalability in
Performance/Capacity/Availability/Recovery

Increase in 
Batch Window 

Availability

Increase in 
Bandwidth 
Availability 

Achieved thru enhancements 
across the IBM product line.2 Billio

n tra
ns/day with

 IM
S

IMS tight integration 
with IBM processors 
and storage systems

Local systems:
ƒz/Architecture 64-bit mode
ƒFP Parallel Database Open 
ƒGreater-than-255 transaction scheduling classes
ƒCSA reduction with OLC Mods removed from the nucleus

Parallel Sysplex:
ƒIMSplex DB commands 
ƒShared VSO multi-area structure support 

Increased performance with new IBM T-Rex Processors
ƒOver 21,000 trans/sec doing database update on a single Processor
ƒ28.5 MB/sec logging bandwidth on M800

IMS V9 meets extreme IT needs for e-transaction processing  with the ultimate 
in performance/capacity, availability and systems management and technological 
leadership in connectivity and new application development.
IMS along with the S/390 and the new zSeries have been delivering on the 
promise of e-business and continue to do so with new enhancements for e-
transaction processing bandwidths capable of supporting the largest web sites and 
transaction rates through GB ethernet. Fiber connection technology and industry 
leading web serving with IMS and the IBM WebSphere Application Server, 
Security and Communications Servers.  A balanced system is provided for world 
class solutions. IMS together with the S/390 and zSeries are delivering more 
comprehensive security protection, featuring centralized management and a 
strong suite of end-to-end products. We continue to provide and enhance our 
leading edge end-to-end transaction integrity and real time data currency with the 
sharing of data, networks, and messages, utilizing the Sysplex and its coupling 
facility. Our technology transition from bipolar to CMOS has allowed us to 
deliver exponentially improving price/performance to our customers. Customers 
are using this power to take on new e-business related applications.
IMS V9 not only has increased the transaction rate to nearly 2 billion trans/day 
with database update on a single processor, but has also made a lot of 
improvements for performance and capacity.   
IMS handles scaling to high capacity and for stress. IMS in house testing achieved 
over 21,000 trans/sec across 4 IMSs in 4-way data sharing and 4-way shared 
queues environment on ONE processor (T-Rex = 2084). The transactions are 
UPDATING the databases during the benchmark so it's running this fast with the 
most costly type of database access! If this was read only then we'd see MUCH 
higher numbers
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Operate and Manage Complex Environments
Provide new IMS Autonomic Computing Function and Tools

Automate

Integrate

Connect

Optimize

On Demand 
Transformation

On Demand 
Transformation

Composite
Applications

Effectiveness

Interactions

Efficiency

Connections

Tasks

Key Message: IBM has many solutions to help IMS clients manage their 
complex environments. 
IMS V9 provides a number of additional application development/deployment and 
management enhancements. And IBM has also been providing WebSphere, Rational 
application tooling, and Tivoli and IMS management tooling, to ease the 
increasingly complex environments for our IMS Clients. 
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IMS V9: A competitive advantage
" IMS V9 enables Volvo to exploit Java applications in their development 

environment. " 
- Volvo Information Technology

" IMS V9 continued in the tradition of recent IMS releases by proving to be reliable 
and robust from the outset. " Royal Bank of Canada

"Very good education and experience. Very good support. Fast migrations." -
Sparkassen Informatik

"XML data in IMS - clearly important.  A lot of what IMS has done or is doing, we 
are playing catch up.  But nobody is doing it well.  IMS is hierarchical and is a 
perfect match.  We have a requirement to store XML documents. "
- a US Telecommunications company

"All business process run inside IMS, we need to access IMS transactions for 
Business Applications. IMS Connect is for all java/servlet Applications built by 
(our company) " - a French Insurance Company

“Reduce some planned outages. Simplifies many of our automated processes. 
Wanted this for a long time. " - a US Aircraft Manufacturer

"Great value. Something that's long overdue. It's what we have been waiting for for
several years" - a North American Bank

"Great idea. We have been waiting for this a very long time - thank you."
- a German bank

Key Message: IMS V9 has also been well received by many other clients as 
well. 
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And Wait… There’s More For You Now            
… Before IMS Version 10

Enhancing IMS Integration and Transformation with 
New Technology in a Service Oriented Architecture

IMS MFS Web Services and Web Enablement 
IMS SOAP Gateway and XML Adapter/Task Manager  
IMS DLIModel Utility GUI Technology Preview 
IMS XQuery Technology Preview
IMS Application Tooling 

Providing Continuing Enhancements for IMS V9
Increased Ease of Integration 
Improved Systems Management 
Scalability 

Easing IMS Installation and Management
IMS V9 Service Upgrade  
IMS Management Tooling 
IMS V9 Installation Workshop

Key Message:  IMS is also providing additional solutions to ease
transformation, integration, and installability
2006 has brought with it a number of additional announcements for IMS itself.  
Enhanced support using new technology was provided for IMS to ease 
integration, installation and management. These were provided as web 
downloads, or through service. 
(CLICK) We are also easing installation and management with enhanced delivery 
vehicles, New Tivoli and IMS Management Tooling that can help with 
infrastructure simplification, and increased education. I’ll take you through a 
sampling of this but the rest of the conference offers numerous additional 
information about these and more. 
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Transform 
User Experience

Transform Application 
Architecture

Transform
Application Connectivity

Enhance user interface and 
workflow for quick return on 
investment

Improve business processes 
and develop customer, partner 
and supplier relationships 
using Web services and Java 
connectors

Update and extend mission-
critical applications as 
services, leveraging their core 
value in new ways

Utilizing Application Transformation 
Tooling for IMS

Single integrated delivery vehicle across application transformation styles

Data

New 
Service Logic

B2B
Interactions

SOAP Service Request
(e.g. J2EE, .NET)

Portal Service

Existing Applications

IMS  Applications 

IMS Data

Service flow

Key message: Continuing, new Application Tooling is being provided for help with 
transformation/integration
Across platforms, we have Application transformation tooling, needed to allow each part of 
the environment to play to its respective strength with IMS providing mainstream 
processing with reuse of existing investments, and Web servers providing user interaction 
and distributed integration capabilities. 
Customers are looking to 
•Create new business value from existing IT systems 
•Transform business-critical existing processes into reusable, shareable business 
components
•Integrate traditional zSeries and other application environments and new Java applications 
into an efficient mixed workload environment
•Leverage existing enterprise skills and improve developer productivity
To do this, requires a consistent set of tools.
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Enhanced IMS Application Integration with 
Modernized MFS-based IMS Transactions

IMS MFS Web Enablement 9.2 GA 7/06 
- Display enhancements (Infopops in samples extended, dropdown list)
- WASz V6.0
Additional Information at http://www.ibm.com/ims

Key Message: This is an overview of the IMS MFS Solutions
We’ve been offer two solutions to modernize and reuse your MFS-based IMS transactions
-The first solution converts your MFS-based IMS transactions to Web services in a B2B 
business scenario. Your client application calls the generated proxy to invoke the Web 
service.  The solution gives your application the power and flexibility to consolidate the 
results of one or more Web service calls across your enterprise applications.  
-The second solution Web-enables your MFS-based IMS transactions in a B2C business 
scenario.  No coding is required to take advantage of this solution!  It allows you to 
experience the same 3270 look, feel, and flow via Web browser!  Furthermore, you have the 
flexibility to customize the generated HTML pages.

Both solutions just require valid MFS source files and run on WebSphere
Application Server. And if you don’t have the MFS Source files, we have an 
IMS MFS Reversal Utilities Tool that can help recreate them for you.
And in July we provided new display enhancements and WAS support to ease 
your use.   
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Broadened IMS Application Integration with IMS 
SOAP support

Enables Reuse of IMS Applications as Web Services
Support WebService specifications
Leverages open standards and utilizes flexible tooling support

Provides IMS Transaction Interoperation with Client 
Applications

Independent of location, programming language, and platform 
SOAP Clients can be Microsoft .Net, SAP, Java,  etc. 

IMS

O
T

M
A

MPP/IFP/JMP

GU IOPCB

ISRT IOPCB

ConnectConnect

Task Manager 
and XML 
Adapter

z/OS

IMSIMS
SOAPSOAP

GatewayGateway

request 
via SOAP

IMS SOAP Gateway R9.2 GA August 2006
–Security enhancements

Downloadable at http://www.ibm.com/ims
Task Manager/XML Adapter available Oct 2006 through IMS V9 service 

stream

WebSphere
Developer for z

Key Message: The IMS Soap support takes advantage of existing IMS Interfaces and 
enhanced adapters to broaden and ease access. 
IMS is now providing also direct SOAP support, to enable customers to reuse IMS 
applications as Web Services. The WebSphere Developer for z/Series can be used with 
this IMS SOAP support. The IMS Soap Gateway, Generally Available since last year is 
downloadable at www.ibm.com/ims. In August we provided new security 
enhancements to further secure your environment. And now the Connect 
XML Adapter and Task Manager is now available delivered through the IMS V9 service 
stream.  
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Easing Tooling for IMS Database Access 
with DLIModel Utility GUI

DLIModel Utility first shipped with IMS V8 
IMS Java tooling support 

DLIModel Utility GUI initial Technology Preview, Updated 6/06
Simplifies application development, visually representing IMS data
Downloadable through http://www.ibm.com/ims
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Key Message:  IBM has also been providing improved data access tooling 
IMS V8 introduced a way to view your IMS data with the DLIModel Utility for IMS Java tooling support. This has 
subsequently been enhanced further with V9 and a DLIModel Utility GUI.  The DLI Model Utility GUI provides a graphical 
version of the DLIModel Utility, built as an Eclipse plug-in. This GUI simplifies IMS metadata generation, eases IMS Java and 
XML Database application development, and offers a visual representation of IMS databases. Initial support was provided as a 
Technology Preview on the IMS website at ibm.com/ims. In June we enhanced this Technology Preview with even more 
capability and continue to do so. 

Background:
Prior to the DLIModel Utility, IMS Java users had to manually create the DLIDatabaseView class, which is required by IMS 
Java runtime.  When the DLIModel Utility first came out, the customer only had to write control statements which specify what 
to generate and where it goes. With the initial DLIModel GUI, we not only provide a GUI front-end, but also eliminate the 
need to write control statements. We’ve since enhanced the GUI in 2006 with new interactive, visual facilities and new XML 
schema annotation support and provide the ability to import existing control statements and to import COBOL Copybook 
directly. With V10, we are further enhancing the visual facilities.
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The most complete, open, modular, and proven 
development solution for enterprise development

… that lets you leverage existing runtime and development 
infrastructure as well as new technologies when building 
applications

… with a comprehensive strategy for improving 
application quality and availability post-deployment

The IBM Software Development Platform

Visibility

Accountability

TraceabilityPredictability

Agility

Business
Driven

Development

… that enables business-driven development by unifying 
business, operations and development teams across the 
organization

Committed to Enterprise Development

Key Message: The IBM Software development platform continues to provide IMS application 
development tooling
And there is more.  IBM continues to be committed for Enterprise Development with IMS. They are 
continuing to roll out a number of development enhancements with new versions of WebSphere and 
Rational tooling with significant enhancements for IMS, delivering this year and next.  
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Continuing Enhancements for IMS V9

IMS Connectivity enhancements
– Send only Reroute, Send only w/ACK,  Client appl NAK w/output Purge or Reroute *
– XML Adapter and Task Manager * 
– Sysplex Distributor - reroute persist socket msgs, reroute, purge not delivered, Super member *
– RAS enhancements, RACF Key ring support
– JCA 1.5. WAS V6, WID/WBI V6 
– OTMA enhancements for Message Flood and ERE * 

IMS Java enhancements
– JDBC Deferred Program Switch  support,
– GSAM database support in JBP regions 
– SQL enhancements – adds use of non-DBD-defined fields in WHERE clause
– Serviceability/Performance enhancements

ESAF/DB2SAF simultaneous access to same DB2

Increased 

Ease of 

Integration

Improved 
Systems 
Management

Sysplex Unresolved CQSPUT during CQS Resynch new message
Operations Manager enhanced to pass FID for AOI conversion 
Log Edit User Exit for additional security 
PI/Stop Region ABDUMP * 
LOCKTIME enhancements *

Scalability
Fast Path Shared VSO Dual Structure diagnostic log records
DBRC Retain Positon High Key
DBRC Intent to Reorg and Init.PART enhancement *
Syncplex Option helps synchronize failed Sysplex IMSs restart 
HALDB Partition Range Processing, Chg PROCOPT GON/GOT status code GG to BA*
Allocation of DSAB/TIOT blocks about the 16 M line *
XRF-GDPS Coexistence * * 2006

Key Message: IMS Continues to roll out new enhancements for Integration, 
Manageability and Scalability.
A number of new enhancements have also been rolling out for IMS V9 through the 
service stream. They include: 
•IMS Connectivity enhancements for security and better integration with WebSphere and 
Sysplex environments 
•Enhanced integration with DB2
•IMS Java enhancements for integration, open standards,  and ease of use. 
•Sysplex, Operations, and User exit enhancements for eased manageability, and 
•Fast Path, HALDB, and DBRC enhancements for enhanced scalability
Throughout 2006 we have continued to deliver enhancements, shown here in bold/red.
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Easing IMS V9 Installation
IMS V9 Service Upgrade (SUP)  4Q05, 4Q06 Availability

• Rebuild of IMS V9 base, incorporating all service into base 

• Additional testing to ensure higher quality prior to availability 

• Much less SMP/E processing required for new IMS V9 installs

Service already in base FMIDs

• Existing users not required to re-install 

• Service provided in maintenance stream

• This is an alternative to ServerPac

Key Message:  IMS V9 and its service has been rolled into a SUP to ease installability
In a continuing effort to make IMS easier to install and maintain and ensure continuing high 
quality, we are providing an IMS V9 Service Upgrade (SUP), first in 4Q2005 and now again 
in 4Q2006. This rebuilds the base of IMS V9, incorporates all the service and enhancements 
up to this point, provides additional testing, and makes it easier for new migrations to IMS 
V9. Since most of the maintenance would therefore be already incorporated into the product,  
SMP/E processing is only required for installing the base and for any maintenance after the 
SUP. Alternatively, ServerPac could be used for the installation. With ServerPac, the 
customer deliverable consists of the libraries with SMP/E processing already done, but 
additional SMP/E processing for maintenance may still need to be done. 
And IMS has been providing trouble shooting tools as well. 
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Easing IMS Installation and Management
“An Introduction to IMS” book available
New Redbooks in 2006

• SG24-6794 IMS Connectivity in an On Demand Environment 
• SG24-7324 IMS Performance and Tuning Guide 

IMS V9 Installation Workshop (U3759) available 
• Perform actual installation and run IMS IVP in environment of choice
• Hints and tips for successful IMS system implementation and  maintenance   
• 3 day lecture lab 

New 2007 classes available
• IMS Connect
• IMS Version 10 

2007 IMS Education Schedule available
at http://www.ibm.com/ims under Training/Certification
• Classes, seminars, webcasts, teleconferences

Migration, Skills transfer, Customized offerings at 
ibmdds@us.ibm.com
IMS V9 expands samples for existing and new functions

(eg. Interactive Dump Formatter, Enhanced Command Environment)
And More to come ...

Key Message:  IMS V9 Installation Workshops and other educational vehicles provide 
help with installation 
But even on the mainframe and with IMS, we are trying to reduce the people costs further. 
A major factor we hear in the people costs of the mainframe, are the skill requirements. To 
help you with your people costs for IMS, we are doing everything possible to reduce skill 
requirements and ease installation and management. Some of these are represented here:
We’ve provided a new textbook for an Introduction to IMS.
And we’ve also been providing new redbooks – One on IMS Connectivity came out last 
February, and one on IMS Performance will be coming out shortly.
We’ve been trying to ease installation and migration to IMS V9, with a 3-day IMS V9 
Installation workshop. This consists of lecture and lab where you can perform the actual 
installation and run the IVP in the environment of your choice. 
(CLICK) Additional IMS Education through classes, seminars, webcasts, teleconferences 
and consulting services are also available to help ease installation and migration. Find out 
more at the IMS website. 
Also available are migration and skills transfer, as well as customized offerings through 
IBMDDS@us.ibm.com
And within the IMS product itself, with the V9 Installation Verification Program (IVP), we 
continued to provide expanded samples. These samples test and demonstrate new and 
existing function, to ease customers installation and use of IMS. Our customers can take 
advantage of these samples to tailor their own environments.
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Enhancing Skills for IBM Mainframes 
Today 

– Training your "in-house" skills
– Road shows and workshops
– Skills Vitality and certifications 

Building 20,000 Skilled Mainframe Professionals by 2010 
–IBM Academic Initiative for zSeries
–Educating university/college students worldwide 
–New and updated courses

Simplifying Software Management for Next Generation 
–Basics Information 
–Easy to Use/Learn Portal 
–Automated Tasks 
–Integrated Software

Key Message: IBM continues to invest in skills for the IBM mainframe and IMS  
In IBM we’re focusing on making IMS and the IBM mainframe environment easier to 
understand, use, and manage. We continue to invest heavily to build platform skills both 
internally and externally.  
One initiative focuses on providing training and education for customer “In-house” skills, 
via classes,  workshops, and educational materials accessible through a new education web 
portal. 
Another initiative is the Roadshows and Workshops for building understanding of 
mainframe value, helping customers make design decision, or leveraging core technologies, 
such as GDPS and the Sysplex for greater value.
We set a goal of bringing 20,000 mainframe trained resources into the marketplace by 2010, 
and we’ve made significant advancement toward that goal.  One indicator is the exponential 
growth in IBM Academic Initiative for zSeries, up from 20 in 2004 to over 150 colleges and 
universities today
In addition to building skills, we are simplifying z/OS interfaces, so skills requirements to 
manage the environment are reduced. Tasks are being automated, eliminated, or streamlined 
from operations to problem determination to configuration.

Additional Info:
Today we provide  a comprehensive set of customer education programs available world 
wide and in a variety of formats, accessible through the portal. Our  goal is to evolve the 
portal with new materials which leverage university courses and internal IBM education, 
new learning tools and classes with roadmaps and classifications ( beginner, advanced etc ) 
to enable greater learning.  As it evolves, our customers will have access to an array of 
deliverables, some of which IBM uses  internally,  accessible from one place, there to 
address requirements by skill level and job assignment.  

Internally to IBM,  we implemented multi-year technical skills vitality initiatives, with 
investment in the millions, focused on bringing in new talent and enhancing IBM skills 
through education and mentor programs.  These skills will directly help customers.  We also 
launched our zSeries Sales Certification in December 2004 and had over 300 certified
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Enhanced IMS Management Tooling for 
Infrastructure Simplification
1H2006 

IMS DB Recovery Facility V3R1 
IMS High Performance Change Accumulation V1R3
IMS Performance Analyzer V4R1
IMS Problem Investigator V2R1

2H2006  
IMS Sysplex Manager V1R2
IMS High Performance Pointer Checker V2R2
IMS Parallel Reorganization V3R2
IMS Command Control Facility V2R1
IMS Audit Management Expert V1R1
IMS High Performance Fast Path Utilities V3R1
IMS Online Reorganization Facility V1R2
IMS High Performance Sysgen Tools V2R2
IBM OMEGAMON XE for IMS V4R1 
WebSphere Classic Data Event Publisher V9R1
WebSphere Classic Federation Server V9R1 
WebSphere Classic Replication Server V9R1

…………And more to come

Key message: IBM is continuing to provide tooling for simplifying the management infrastructure for IMS
IBM has also enhanced its rich set of IMS and Tivoli tools to enable database administrators and system programmers to manage their 
environment, easing and automating manageability. 
In 2006 we announced IMS Audit Management Expert. IMS Audit Management Expert for z/OS is the newest edition to the IBM Tools 
Regulatory Compliance Suite. As the first centralized IMS auditing tool available from IBM, the software collects and correlates data access 
information from a variety of IMS resources. The information is collected primarily from IMS logs and SMF. It is stored in a DB2
repository and viewable through a GUI. This allows you to create reports that allow you and regulatory auditors to view, analyze and report 
on IMS data. 
The compliance suite, designed to protect, encrypt and retain your sensitive data and report on related user-access, also includes tools for 
DB2 databases as well as the newest IMS Tools for IMS databases.
Also, in 2006 we have been enhancing the other tools listed with new options, functions, performance, usability and hardware copy support. 
In addition, in 2006 IBM Tivoli announced General Availability of OMEGAMON XE for IMS V4.1 This helps you optimize performance 
and availability of your IMS systems. It provides a single point of control over IMS in Sysplex environments and reports on the performance 
of a number of key IMS attributes that help you stay ahead of potential delays or outages. OMEGAMON XE for IMS V4.1 offers a wide 
range of analysis and exceptions for managing critical elements of an IMS environment using a flexible, customizable browser interface.  
And finally in 2006, WebSphere announced several brand new tools for z/OS that improve ease of use and change management.
WebSphere Classic Data Event Publisher - makes it easy to link changed-data events with business processes as well as drive change-only 
updating of data warehouses, data marts, and operational data stores. WebSphere Classic Data Event Publisher features support the capture 
of changes made to IMS, VSAM, Computer Associates CA-IDMS, and Software AG Adabas data and the publishing of these changes to 
WebSphere
MQ queues. Changes are captured during active log or journal processing or by reading source-specific recovery logs. Captured data is 
automatically reformatted into a consistent relational format before packaging into either XML or delimited values format for publishing.  
Transactional integrity is maintained and recovery is enabled for all sources. Any application, tool, or service that integrates either with 
WebSphere MQ directly or
supports Java Message Service can asynchronously receive the data changes as they occur 
WebSphere Classic Federation Server - provides SQL access to mainframe databases and files with transactional speed and enterprise 
scale
without mainframe programming. Using WebSphere Classic Federation Server, applications and tools can issue SQL SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, and DELETE commands using open database connectivity, Java database connectivity, or a command-level interface to access 
System z data stored in VSAM, IAM, and sequential files, as well as DB2 UDB for z/OS, IMS, Software AG Adabas, and Computer 
Associates CA-Datacom and CA-IDMS databases — all without mainframe programming.
WebSphere Classic Replication Server - provides System z data sourcing for IBM’s queue-based replication solution, WebSphere
Replication
Server for z/OS, V9.1. WebSphere Classic Replication Server supports SQL-driven access and near-real time changed-data feeds over 
WebSphere MQ from VSAM files and IMS, Computer Associates CA-IDMS, and Software AG Adabas. Data is specifically formatted for 
consumption by WebSphere Replication Server’s queue-replication capabilities, enabling targeting of DB2, Oracle, SQL Server, and Sybase.
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Barclays Bank - IBM Fast Path Tools

Challenges
We had Fast Path tools from two vendors

Result of a commercial deal
Save money by displacing other vendor
Getting the IBM tools fit for market

Solution
Work with IBM to prove and enhance IBM’s FP Tools
Implement IBM’s  FP tools

Benefits
Competitor’s FP tools displaced
Now using IBM’s HPFPU tools  

Key Message: Barclays Bank have converted to the IBM High Performance 
Fast Path Utilities

Barclays Bank in the UK has converted their tools to take advantage of the IMS 
High Performance Fast Path Utilities.
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IMS Version 10 
Enabling Information On Demand

Business Transformation
Parallel Recon Access for 
High Performance/Capacity

Dynamic Resource Definition 

to Simplify ChangeXQuery for U
niversal 

Information Interch
ange

Web Services for Better 

Business Process IntegrationEnhanced Tooling to 

ease Development and 

Data Access 

Key Message:  IMS V10 continues providing Information On Demand solutions 
And now we are extending your Information On demand business transformation with the 
introduction of IMS Version 10, for early customer program delivery January 12, 2007. 
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IMS: The Continuing Journey 
… with IMS Version 10

Easing Integration with New Technology for a Service 
Oriented Architecture

Enhancing IMS XML and Web Services Connectivity
Integrating Operations across Subsystems/Platforms

Simplifying Installation and Management
Defining Resources Dynamically
Easing Operations Management 
Easing Systems Management

Providing High Performance, Scalable, Available, 
Reliable and Secure Solutions

Providing More Parallelism in DB Recovery Control 
Widening Bandwidth for Multiple Systems Coupling
Enhancing Security 

Key Message: IBM continues to enhance IMS, addressing customer 
requirements with IMS Version 10 
IMS V10 continues to address customer requirements in the continuing journey. 
(CLICK) We are providing solutions that ease integration with new technology 
for a service oriented architecture -- focusing on IMS XML and Web Services 
Connectivity And we are providing for integrated Operations across the platforms 
with integrated systems console support 
(CLICK) We are also providing solutions that help simplify installation and 
management -- focusing on Dynamic Resource Definitions, Operations 
management, and Systems management Enhancements. 
(CLICK) And we are providing enhancements that address your requirements for 
high performance, scalable, reliable, and secure solutions -- focusing on Database 
Recovery Control parallelism, Multiple Systems Coupling bandwidth, and 
Security enhancements. 
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Enhanced IMS Data Access with XQuery
Providing a standard XML Query language

An SQL-like Query Language for Hierarchically-Structured Data
Utilizes emerging W3C Standard
Created by IBM, Oracle, Microsoft, and others

Technology Preview now available 
Downloadable through http://www.ibm.com/ims on alphaWorks
-- an early adopter website for emerging IBM technologies in early
stages of R&D.
Includes DBD, PSB, load job, sample applications and step by 
step instructions

http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com

Key Message:  IBM is working on XQuery support for open standards and 
integrated access
IMS V9 introduced a way to view your IMS data as collections of XML documents 
-- aligning the stored IMS records with the valid XML documents for retrieval and 
automated conversion between these. The emerging XQuery standard is a powerful 
query language to search, aggregate, evaluate, pick and choose parts of the XML 
collection and then convert the resulting data into XML. IBM development and 
research have teamed up to build a fully functional, performance-oriented XQuery
implementation atop IMS. This is being provided as part of Version 10. But 
meanwhile an IMS XQuery Technology Preview is now available on alphaworks
through the IMS website.  
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Define resources
once for all IMS

systems 

IMS V10 Dynamic Resource Definition
Simplifies definition of IMS resources 

Transaction
Management 

Systems
Management

Transaction
Management 

IMS

Database
Management

System
Services

Single Point 
of Control

Control
Center

Operations Management

Mainframe Workstation

SPOC used to
define IMS
resources 

Export definitions
to other IMS

systems 

Define transactions
On Demand 

Key Message: IMS V10 simplifies your definition of resources 
To ease manageability, with IMS V10 we are providing Dynamic Resource 
Definition to help simplify the definition of your IMS resources. Critical work to 
help with installation of new IMS function is the ability for IMS to provide Dynamic 
Resource Definition. This can help all IMS customers who need to define 
transactions, programs, routing codes and databases. The objective is to eventually 
eliminate system definition and online change for databases, applications, routing 
codes and transactions by providing a dynamic definition capability for these 
resources. This offers a non-disruptive capability to add, change and delete 
databases, applications, routing codes, and transactions in IMS.
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IMS V10 Parallel RECON Access
Improve REcovery CONtrol performance by reducing contention

Backout capability 
by logging in MVS New operational 

procedures

Requests handled 
concurrently

Each request 
handled as 
transaction RECON

Transaction 
Management

Systems
Management

Database
Management

IMS

Transaction 
Management

Systems
Management

Database
Management

IMS

Single Point 
   of Control

Control
Center

Operations Management

Mainframe        Workstation

Key Message: IMS V10 provides improved RECON performance by 
reducing contention
IMS V10 is also improving scalability with improved Database Recovery Control 
performance through Parallel access to the Recovery Control data set (RECON). 
This support can help address RECON contention issues. DBRC requests from 
multiple IMS systems are processed concurrently and record level sharing is 
implemented for the RECON, using z/OS DFSMS Transactional VSAM support 
and the MVS system logger. 
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IMS V10 Prerequisites
IMS V10 Minimum Release Levels
ƒz/OS V1R7 (5694-A01) 

S RACF (included in separately orderable SecureWay Security Server), 
or equivalent, if security is used   

– High Level Assembler Toolkit (5696-234) 
Additional key prerequisites for optional line items:
ƒIMS Parallel Recon Access

– z/OS 1.7 DFSMStvs (separately orderable feature) 
ƒIMS Image Copy 2 DFSMS Fast Replication support 

– z/OS 1.8 
– Hardware: 3340-FLC, 2105-E20, 2105-F20 and 2105-800

ƒIMS XML Adapter and SOAP Gateway 
S WDz (2 Limited use licenses included for this. Ts&Cs in WDz license)

ƒAdditional individual functions and connectivity requirements in the IMS 
V10 Release Planning Guide

IMS V10 
Runs only on 

64 bit Processors
(z800,z900, z990)

Key Message: IMS has some prerequesites
IMS V10 operates under z/OS V1R7(5694-A01) configurations, or subsequent versions, releases and modification levels 
unless otherwise stated, and requires the following minimum version, or release or modification levels:
z/OS V1R7 (5694-A01) with DFSMS (a base element of z/OS V1R4). 
RACF (included in a separately orderable SecureWay Security Server feature of z/OS V1R4), or equivalent, if security is 
used. 
IBM High-level Assembler Toolkit (5696-234), a separately orderable feature of z/OS.
IMS also operates in a virtual machine (VM) under control of z/OS V1R7 and is intended for use in a customer program 
development, testing and non-XRF production environment with some restrictions.
IRLM 2.2 supports IMS V10.
IMS Parallel Recon Access requires z/OS DFSMStvs, a separately orderable feature of z/OS V1.7 or later. Special bids will 
be considered for IMS customers using the Parallel Recon function, who do not already have DFSMStvs, to acquire 
DFSMStvs for use restricted to IMS.
IMS Image Copy 2 DFSMS Fast Replication support requires z/OS 1.8
IMS V10 Integrated Connect XML Adapter support for COBOL, together with the IMS SOAP Gateway, requires 
WebSphere Developer for z (WDz).  Two limited usage licenses of WDz are being provided with IMS V10 for this support 
of Web Services.  Terms and conditions are outlined in the WDz licensing.
IMS V10 runs only on 64 bit IBM processors.

Additional line item requirement information is provided in the IMS V10 Release Planning Guide at 
http://www.ibm.com/ims
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IMS: Continuing to Deliver the Best ...

IMS: Continuing to Deliver the Best ...

Extend DB 
Connectivity 
Enhance Sysplex
Operations 
Simplify Install 
Process

IMS Connect V2
Enhance IMS Tools

IMS V9
On-Line Reorg
Enh Commands
Reduced Sysgen
Efforts
Fast Path Enh
DBRC Enh
XML DB
Integ IMS Connect 

Enh IMS Tools

IMS V10
Systems Enh
Operations Enh
DBRC Parallelism
MSC Bandwidth
Incremental 
Application 
Dynamic 
Resource 
Definition
Enh Connectivity
XQUERY
Enh IMS SOAP 

IMS N
Sysplex Enh
DBRC Enh
Enhanced   
Dynamic 
Resource 
Definition
HALDB/OLR  
extensions

Providing high performance, scalable, available, reliable and secure solutions 
Easing Integration with New Technology for a Service Oriented Architecture
Simplifying Installation and Management

Large DB
High Avail. DB 
IMS Java
Rapid Restart

IMS Connect V1
New IMS Tools

IMS: Providing Information On Demand

IMS N+1…
Sysplex Availability 
Enhancements
Autonomic 
Management 
Enhancements
Enhanced  
Dynamic 
Resource 
Definition

IMS V8
IMS V7

Fast Path 
extensions
XML DB enh
Enh Dist DB 
Connectivity

Config Mgmt Enh
Enh Connectivity

Also delivering Service and Enhancements, 
with periodic Service Update (SUP) refreshed deliverables, and New/Enhanced 
Tooling. 

Key Message: IBM is continuing to enhance IMS while easing manageability, 
providing this in regular, staged, deliverables, well into the future. 
And as I said earlier, we are now introducing IMS Version 10 and, as we roll out over time, 
we continue to provide enhancements to IMS, alternating our bigger requirements across the 
different areas of the product. IMS continues with each new deliverable to provide the 
utmost in scalability, easing integration, and simplifying management. 
(CLICK) We provide this packaged in new IMS versions, as web downloads, or as service. 
In addition we continue providing new/enhanced application and management tools and 
products to enhance the IBM mainframe environment on which we run. 
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Additional IMS Information at http://www.ibm.com/ims

–Presentations/Papers, Newsletters, Fact Sheets, Announce 
Letters, additional documentation, examples exchange

–Redbooks/Redpieces
• Release Guides, Sysplex Guides, Connectivity 
Guides, Java Guides, etc.

–Technical Support Info (search on IMS)
–Information Center enables search across DB2/IMS/Tools 

documentation and offers an integrated LookAT functions for 
quick search of messages and codes.

–Information Roadmap 
• Provides links to a wide variety of useful information 
resources

Key Message: IMS continues to provide information and services for our 
clients
A wide range of IMS Information is available
The IMS solutions are generally available along with other IBM products in 
support of IMS. Additional documentation and information is available from the 
IMS home page at http://www.ibm.com/ims.  
The IBM International Technical Support Organization has been producing 
redbooks and redpieces with additional information, available at http:// 
www.redbooks.ibm.com. A number of IMS Technical Conferences are also being 
provided on an ongoing basis. 
Examples Exchange  is a Web site dedicated to IMS samples and examples.  You can view examples and 
submit your own examples for others to use e.g.How to build a Java application that uses the J2EE Connector 
Architecture Common Client Interface 
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IMS: For Your Information On Demand 
Business Transformation

Through nearly 40 years we’ve been traveling together on a Magic Carpet ride with proven 
IBM Mainframe and IMS product solutions. We are committed to continue to provide 
solutions in the future to address your needs. You can trust the reliability, availability and 
performance that only IBM Mainframes and IMS can provide. So come along with us into 
the world of Information On Demand with IMS. Go out and enjoy the conference.  


